[1] The MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio, which is a measure of the relative marine biogenic contribution to the total atmospheric sulphur burden, has long been measured in various parts of the globe. Transect studies and observations from a network of stations have provided some idea of the spatial and temporal behavior of the ratio in various regions, but gaps in knowledge still exist in other parts of the globe. Here we present results of a global 3-D chemical transport modeling study which complement these measurements and provide a globe-wide picture of the spatial variation and distribution of this ratio.
Introduction
[2] One of the major ecological phenomena on Earth is the occurrence of spatially extensive algal blooms in coastal areas and temperate and polar regions of the global ocean (Figure 1 ). Besides their role as primary producers, these marine phytoplankton are thought to play an important role in the Earth's energy balance. Some phytoplankton species produce dimethylsulphoniopropionate (DMSP), a precursor compound to the volatile dimethylsulphide (DMS) [Kiene et al., 2000] . Some DMS is emitted into the atmosphere, where it undergoes chemical transformation to eventually form methanesulphonate (MSA) and excess or non sea salt (nss) sulphate aerosols (SO 4 = ) among other sulphur products [Charlson et al., 1987] . Sulphate aerosols play an important role in the Earth-atmosphere radiation balance through partial scattering, absorption and reflection of solar and terrestrial radiation. They may also serve as nucleation sites for the formation of cloud droplets [O'Dowd et al., 1997] which, in turn, play an important role in the Earth's climate through partial scattering, reflection, and absorption of solar and terrestrial radiation [Albrecht, 1989; Boucher and Lohmann, 1995] .
[3] MSA is formed exclusively from DMS, while nss SO 4 = has a variety of sources which include atmospheric DMS oxidation and volcanic and anthropogenic sulphur emissions. As such, the methanesulphonate to non sea salt sulphate (MSA:nss SO 4 = ) ratio provides an indication of the relative contributions of DMS and anthropogenic sources to total sulphate levels. A high ratio suggests that a considerable fraction of the total nss SO 4 = burden being observed is derived from the atmospheric oxidation of DMS, while a low ratio implies that the contribution of DMS to the total nss SO 4 = burden being observed is low.
[4] Several isotopic analyses, ice core and atmospheric measurement studies on the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio have been conducted in the last few decades (e.g., references in Tables 1 and 2 ) with the purpose of estimating the biogenic fraction of nss SO 4 = over various regions and during different periods (see Figure 2 for location of measurement sites). Several researchers [e.g., Saltzman et al., 1986; Savoie et al., 2002] have studied the temporal and spatial variability of MSA and nss SO 4 = in aerosols over the Pacific Ocean using long-term measurement records from a network of island based stations, and so trends in the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio this region of the globe are well documented. Similarly, measurement campaigns along transects [e.g., Huebert et al., 1993; Pszenny et al., 1990] provide data that can be used to determine the latitudinal and longitudinal distribution of the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio in various regions. However, these data are still not enough to present a comprehensive image of the spatial and temporal behavior of the ratio on a globe-wide scale.
[5] The contribution of ocean-leaving DMS to the total sulphur burden relative to an anthropogenic source can be expected to differ in different areas of the globe and at different times of the year, depending on various reasons such as the location and strength of major sulphur sources and the prevailing atmospheric conditions. In this paper, we use three-dimensional global chemical transport modeling to complement measurements made so far and present a globe-wide picture of the spatial distribution of the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio. Model results are compared to measurements to assess the model's performance in simulating close-to-observed yields of DMS oxidation products.
Data and Methodology
[6] We have conducted three-dimensional atmospheric chemical transport modeling of the global spatial distribution of various DMS oxidation products, including MSA and nss SO 4 = [Gondwe et al., 2003a [Gondwe et al., , 2003b . Model runs are made at a horizontal spatial resolution of 7.5°Â 10°for 19 vertically stacked layers extending up to the stratosphere. The model used is version 3 of the Tracer Model (TM3) [Houweling et al., 1998; Dentener et al., 1999 Dentener et al., , 2002 Sciare et al., 2000b; Jeuken et al., 2001; Gondwe et al., 2003a Gondwe et al., , 2003b . The model is state-of-the-art, contains comprehensive sulphur chemistry and can compute photochemical, heterogeneous, gas phase and aqueous phase transformation of chemical species. Dry and wet deposition is also considered.
[7] DMS chemistry as treated by TM3 has recently been extensively documented by Gondwe et al. [2003a Gondwe et al. [ , 2003b and will not be repeated here. In short, however, DMS within the model is oxidized in the gas phase by photochemically produced hydroxyl radicals (OH) during daytime and photochemically destroyed gaseous nitrate radicals (NO 3 ) during nighttime or dark periods in polar regions. The products of the DMS-OH reaction within the model are MSA and SO 2 (sulphur dioxide), while only SO 2 is formed from NO 3 oxidation of DMS. MSA is removed from the atmosphere through wet and dry deposition , while SO 2 undergoes oxidation by the OH radical, in the gas phase and during daytime, to form sulphuric acid (H 2 SO 4 ) which in turn either condenses onto existing aerosols (heterogeneous nucleation), making them sulphate based, or nucleates with water vapour (binary homogeneous nucleation) to form new sulphate aerosols. Furthermore, SO 2 undergoes aqueous phase oxidation by H 2 O 2 (hydrogen peroxide) and O 3 (ozone) within clouds also to form H 2 SO 4 , which further undergoes heterogeneous or homogeneous nucleation to form sulphate aerosols.
[8] MSA production in TM3 is temperature dependent (most effective under low ambient temperatures, with a maximum ambient temperature of 27°C [Mauldin et al., 1999] ) according to the kinetic information of Hynes et al. [1986] . The exact rate coefficient (cm 3 molecules À1 s
À1
) and its temperature dependence function used for MSA production by DMS + OH ! 0.75 SO 2 + 0.25 MSA is k 1 M/ (1. + k 2 M), where k 1 = 1.7 Â 10 À42 exp(7810./T), k 2 = 5.5 Â 10 À31 exp(7460./T) and M = O 2 (molecules cm
À3
) [Hynes et al., 1986] . That used for DMS + OH ! SO 2 + . . . is 9.6 Â 10 À12 exp(À234/T) according to Hynes et al. [1986] and Atkinson et al. [1992] while that used for DMS + NO 3 ! SO 2 + . . . is 1.9 Â 10 À13 exp (520/T) according to Atkinson et al. [1992] . Meteorological records from European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses for the year 1993 are used to determine the dynamics and chemical species transport within the model.
[9] In addition to its oceanic algal source, DMS also has terrestrial sources: wetlands, oxic fresh water lakes, alfalfa, ruminants [Bates et al., 1992; Spiro et al., 1992; Hines et al., 1993; Hobbs and Mottram, 2000] . However, this source is small in comparison to its oceanic counterpart. The existence of the terrestrial source means that MSA measurements include both the oceanic and terrestrial signals. The same is true for nss SO 4 = , which also has both oceanic and terrestrial sources (anthropogenic and natural). As such, in this paper we show the ratio of MSA to nss SO 4 = resulting from all their sources. In doing so, it is hoped that the model results will be as comparable as possible to observed MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios, which also have a terrestrial, marine, anthropogenic, and natural signal. Published records of the ratio have been collated and compared to modeled ratios in Table 1 . Ice core measurements of the ratio extracted from literature have also been included in Table 1 . Since these are historical records and are measured within deposited snow and ice rather than in the atmosphere, they cannot directly be compared to modeled (atmospheric) results. However, we have chosen to show them anyway, since they add additional perspective on the spatial variation of the ratio (Arctic versus Antarctic regions) as well as the variation of the magnitude of the ratio over an historical time period.
[10] We also show the ratio of MSA to nss SO 4 = resulting from only the oceanic DMS source. This is useful in determining the relative yields of MSA and nss SO 4 = from the atmospheric oxidation of ocean-leaving DMS, at various locations during different periods. Comparisons to measurements are made (see Table 2 ) and allow evaluation of model performance in reproducing close-to-observed yields of MSA and nss SO 4 = . Differences between the results of the ''oceanic source only'' and ''all sources'' simulations inform on the impact of terrestrial sources on the observed MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio.
[11] TM3 makes use of tagged tracers to identify or label the molecules of DMS originating from an oceanic source and subsequently the molecules of MSA and nss SO 4 = produced from it. This allows the model to be run for all sources and emissions relevant to the chemistry of the sulphur cycle and at the same time allows the isolation of the MSA or nss SO 4 = arising from any given source of interest. It is important to run the model for all sulphur sources, instead of considering DMS as the only sulphur source, since it allows a more realistic calculation of chemical species concentrations to take place. When all sulphur emissions are considered (instead of a single emission source) the oxidants calculated by the model are consumed by all possible chemical species that are oxidized by them. Such fair competition for oxidants is also the case in the real atmosphere.
[12] Additionally, all chemistry within TM3 is calculated online; hence the mean oxidant fields within the model depend on transport, the diurnal cycle, and their removal and formation sources. Changes in the removal mechanisms of oxidants (e.g., the omission of chemical species (other than DMS) consumed by OH) would feed back on the oxidant concentration simulated by the model. There is, therefore, a need to always simulate the total sulphur cycle and all chemical species relevant to it before isolating the final concentrations of selected chemical species within the cycle.
[13] Terrestrial and marine anthropogenic sources of sulphur used in TM3 include industrial, biomass burning, and transportation emissions from the EDGAR (Emission Database for Global Atmospheric Research) database [Olivier and Berdowski, 2001] . Terrestrial and marine natural sources include volcanic emissions [after Andres and Kasgnoc, 1998 ] and DMS emissions (after Kettle et al. [1999] for marine areas and Spiro et al. [1992] for terrestrial areas). TM3 uses the Liss and Merlivat [1986] model of air-sea exchange to transform the surface seawater DMS concentrations in the Kettle et al. [1999] database into emissions.
[14] Validation of TM3 output on MSA concentrations with published measurements has recently been made by Gondwe et al. [2003a Gondwe et al. [ , 2003b and will not be repeated here. Similarly, Jeuken et al. [2001] have previously validated the capability of the TM3 model in simulating global 3-D nss SO 4
= concentrations under a model setup similar to ours and for the same model year and will not be repeated here. Briefly, however, TM3 performed reasonably well in reproducing observed MSA measurements at most measurement stations globe-wide, with a general underestimation of 24% (degrees of freedom = 34). In terms of nss SO 4 = , the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) conducted a study [IPCC, 2001] intercomparing the performance of 11 global models in simulating close-to-observed sulphate concentrations. The TM3 is among the group of models which was evaluated. The model was found to overestimate sulphate concentrations by $46%. In the current study we evaluate the performance of TM3 in simulating close-to-observed MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios. Overall, model performance is fair (i.e., a general overestimation of 23%; degrees of freedom = 90) for MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios resulting from all sources in areas where actual measure- (1991 -1996) 0.184 0.850 MI, LP Feb. (1991 0.238 0.960 MI, LP March (1991 March ( -1996 0.225 1.300 MI, LP April (1991 -1996) 0.164 0.850 MI, LP May (1991 -1996) 0.100 0.330 MI, LP June (1991 -1996) 0.033 0.130 MI, LP July (1991 -1996) 0.028 0.120 MI, LP Aug. (1991 -1996) 0.031 0.290 MI, LP Sept. (1991 -1996) 0.058 0.690 MI, LP Oct. (1991 -1996) 0.070 Nov. (1991 Nov. ( -1996 0.096 Dec. (1991 Dec. ( -1996 (1983 -1994) 0.407 0.780 MI, LP Feb. (1983 0.308 0.880 MI, LP March (1983 March ( -1994 0.400 1.010 MI, LP April (1983 -1994) 0.229 0.850 MI, LP May (1983 -1994) 0.111 0.190 MI, LP June (1983 -1994) 0.075 0.110 MI, LP July (1983 -1994) 0.062 0.150 MI, LP Aug. (1983 -1994) 0.065 0.370 MI, LP Sept. (1983 -1994) 0.111 0.870 MI, LP Oct. (1983 -1994) 0.122 1.490 MI, LP Nov. (1983 -1994) 0.129 0.830 MI, LP Dec. (1983 -1994) 0 ments of the ratio have been made (i.e., the Atlantic Ocean, Pacific Ocean, Indian Ocean, Southern Ocean, Antarctica, and the Arctic). However, the model-observation comparisons for the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio derived solely from the oceanic DMS source are not as satisfactory (an overall overestimation of a factor of 3; degrees of freedom = 50). Model performance for individual regions is given and discussed in appropriate sections of section 3 below.
Results and Discussion

Ratios Considering All Sulphur Sources
[15] Here we report results on MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios which were calculated considering the contribution from all sulphur sources in the TM3 model (i.e., anthropogenic (industrial, transportation, and other), volcanic, DMS (oceanic and terrestrial), and other natural and biogenic sources).
[16] Measured data in Table 1 have been obtained from literature focusing on the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio and those which did not focus on the ratio but reported concurrent measurements of MSA and nss SO 4 = . Only those measurements which have been corrected for excess sulphate have been included in this study. Furthermore, only those measurements that include the total (sub-and super-micron) aerosol have been considered (i.e., those that considered them individually [e.g., Turekian et al., 2001] have been excluded). Studies which distinguished their measurements on the basis of air mass origin [e.g., Galloway et al., 1990] Where a range is given, the values correspond to a minimum and maximum. A single value represents a mean. ND = undetermined values due to MSA concentrations being below detection limit. The predicted ratios in the surface model layer are >1 in some areas due to the additional input of MSA from overlying and neighboring model layers. Runs were conducted for a total of 19 vertically stacked layers extending up to the stratosphere. The data used are only those measurements of total (i.e., no size cut) aerosol. are not included in model-observation comparisons either. Ice core records of the ratio have also been included at the end of Table 1 . While we cannot present similar modeled data for comparison, the inclusion of these ice core data is useful in comparing the magnitude and consistency of ice core data on the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio with atmospheric measurements. Since large-scale atmospheric circulation and processes supply geochemical tracers to an ice sheet over time, ice cores contain historical records which may provide information and insight on past and present atmospheric composition, chemistry, and dynamics.
[17] Comparison of measured versus modeled ratios in Table 1 shows fair model performance (mainly within a factor of 2) over the Indian Ocean, North and South Pacific, Southern Ocean and Antarctica, North and South Atlantic Ocean, Gerlache Strait, Drake Passage, Palmer, and Cape Grim. Comparison of observed and modeled ratios at Halley, Neumayer, and Dumont D'Urville stations on Antarctica at monthly scales shows excessive overprediction. However, at the annual scale this is less dramatic, certainly for Halley and Neumayer (overprediction by factors of 2 and 3, respectively). The Antarctic coastline is characterized by extremely sharp meridional gradients of the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio, with the position of specific isolines changing dramatically from month to month. This is probably driven by similarly sharp tropospheric temperature gradients along the coastline, which are in turn initiated by contrasts in temperatures between the relatively warmer ocean to the north and cold ice shelves to the south [Parish and Bromwich, 1991; König-Langlo et al., 1998 ]. Even a slight displacement of specific isolines in the model year versus the measurement years can lead to discrepancies between the ratios simulated for a given coastal Antarctic location.
[18] In the Northern Hemisphere, MSA production is generally overpredicted above the Arctic region. Both longand short-term observations of the ratio at Dye in Greenland are overpredicted by approximately a factor of 5, while those at Alert in Canada are overpredicted by approximately a factor of 15. Model performance above the Bering Sea is good but could be coincidental as the measurement record is too short to confirm this (only 1 month long). Despite such overprediction at some locations, seasonal variability in the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio is nicely captured by the model at most stations (see Figure 3) .
[19] Differences between the simulated and measured MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio over Greenland may arise for various reasons. Bergin et al. [1994] report that fog occurs throughout the year, with the highest frequencies occurring typically during winter at Dye, and during spring and summer at Summit in central Greenland. Fog may facilitate aqueous phase formation of nss SO 4 = . The model resolution selected for this study may have been too coarse to resolve most local fog events at these sites, and this might have resulted in the underestimation of nss SO 4 = production over Greenland. Comparatively, MSA formation occurs in the gas phase and is not affected by this. The overall result is an increase in the modeled MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio in contrast to a low observed ratio. Tables 1 and 2 . The data used from these sites are only those measurements of total (i.e., no size cut) aerosol. Tables 1 and 2 . Note the different scales for the modeled and observed data due to an overall model overestimation of $23% (degrees of freedom = 90) for ratios resulting from all sources and a factor of 3 (degrees of freedom = 50) for ratios resulting from the oceanic DMS source alone.
[20] Not only does fog facilitate nss SO 4 = formation, but it also facilitates the scavenging of hygroscopic atmospheric aerosols and their subsequent wet deposition [Bergin et al., 1994] . On the basis of both long-and short-term measurements, and Davidson et al. [1993a Davidson et al. [ , 1993b have suggested the removal of MSA by precipitation as one of the major factors controlling the seasonal distribution of MSA in the Arctic atmosphere. Again the coarse model resolution and the consequent inadequate determination of local fog events might have reduced the removal of MSA, relative to nss SO 4 = , in the model, resulting in a high modeled MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio. While nss SO 4 = is also removed by wet deposition, precipitation scavenging of MSA is somewhat greater due to its typically larger size [Wylie and De Mora, 1996; O'Dowd et al., 1997; Berresheim et al., 1998 ]. Increased dry deposition (gravitational settling) further results in a shorter lifetime for the heavier MSA [Bergin et al., 1995] . This can affect the magnitude of the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio in areas of enhanced atmospheric subsidence and precipitation Huebert et al., 1993; Turekian et al., 2001] .
[21] The fact that the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios were measured in a different year to the model year may also have resulted in discrepancies in the spatial variation of precipitation events which in turn have possibly led to reduced MSA removal in the vicinity of some sampling stations in the Arctic within the model. Furthermore, a possibility exists that, for the model year of 1993, MSA was advected from sources above the Northern Hemispheric oceans into the Arctic region which raised the predicted MSA concentrations in this area. Back trajectories calculated for Dye in Greenland have previously revealed strong influences of surrounding areas on the total aerosol mass in this region [Davidson et al., 1985 [Davidson et al., , 1993a [Davidson et al., , 1993b Bergin et al., 1994] . Also, the selection of a different MSA versus SO 2 yield function, for the MSA production reaction in the model Arctic atmosphere, might have led to better agreement between simulated and observed MSA.
[22] In general, a review of the spatial distribution of the measured MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio presented in Table 1 confirms that the ratio is highest around the polar regions and lowest within the tropics. However, while such comparisons of the ratio between the hot low latitudes, temperate midlatitudes, and cold high latitude regions support the temperaturedependence theory of the MSA production mechanism [also Ayers et al., 1996; Campolongo et al., 1999; Mauldin et al., 1999] , this theory has been observed to be less effective on a seasonal scale at high latitudes, when the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio was highest in summer and lowest in winter (e.g., Ayers et al. [1986 Ayers et al. [ , 1991 Ayers et al. [ , 1996 ; Gillett et al. [1993] at Cape Grim in Australia; at Alert in Canada and Barrow in Alaska; Davidson et al. [1993a] and Jaffrezo et al. [1994] at Dye in Greenland). A similar seasonality is reported for the ratio measured in near-surface firn and ice core layers [Mulvaney et al., 1992; Mulvaney and Wolff, 1994] and surface snow [Davidson et al., 1993a; Legrand and Pasteur, 1998 ] in Antarctica. The reduced marine biological activity and low seawater DMS conditions in winter at high latitudes have been cited as the probable cause of the reduced effectiveness of the temperature dependence of the MSA production mechanism [Minikin et al., 1998; Legrand and Pasteur, 1998 ]. We further propose that due to the longer day length in summer, DMS oxidation by the photochemically produced OH (to form MSA) is enhanced. Comparatively, despite temperatures being low (and, therefore, favorable for MSA production), less OH availability in the dark winter months at high latitudes results in suppressed DMS oxidation (MSA formation). Temperature alone is, therefore, not the only important factor in MSA formation at high latitudes. Light conditions also are important. Lower season-induced temperature amplitudes in the tropical and subtropical atmosphere and continued marine biogeochemical activity comparatively result in a negligible seasonal variation in the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio in this region [Saltzman et al., 1986; Berresheim et al., 1991; Huebert et al., 1993; Savoie et al., 1994 Savoie et al., , 2002 .
[23] Our model results show trends similar to those measured, with the highest MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios occurring with increasing latitude (Table 1) . Furthermore, the governance of light conditions rather than temperature, above seasonal trends at high latitudes, are also well reproduced by the TM3 model, with the highest MSA:nss SO 4 = occurring in summer rather than in winter (Figures 4, 5a, and 5b) . found that the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios in the Arctic atmosphere are highly variable seasonally (with minima in winter and maxima in summer). TM3 model results are in agreement with this observation (Figures 5a and 5b) .
[24] Measurements of the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio in the North and equatorial Pacific are coherent with one another (Table 1) . Measurements in the Caribbean and the United States east coast also agree in magnitude (Table 1) . Long-term observations of the ratio in the South Pacific are similarly consistent in magnitude with one another (Table 1) . TM3 model reproduction of measured ratios in these regions is fair (around a factor of 2).
[25] Generally, comparison of the measured ice core versus atmospheric MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios over the Arctic shows similarities in magnitude of the ratio over different sampling stations (Table 1 ). In contrast, the ice core record-derived ratios for Antarctica are slightly lower than those derived from atmospheric measurements over the same area (Table 1) . Shortcomings in the analytical determination of MSA in polar ice may lead to this discrepancy. In addition, studies by Wagnon et al. [1999] and Delmas et al. [2003] could offer further explanation. Measurements carried out in firn layers over various locations on Antarctica by these authors suggest that the deposition of MSA is reversible. Their results suggest a considerable release of deposited MSA to the interstitial firn air, which is then lost to the atmosphere (if in upper firn layers) or is entrapped in air bubbles when the firn is transformed into ice in deeper layers. The fact that MSA released to the gaseous phase is not taken into account in chemical analysis of firn cores, as well as that it may be lost from firn samples during storage, may lead to the lower MSA values observed in upper level core samples versus the atmosphere above it. It is peculiar, however, that the loss of MSA to the interstitial firn air is not equally evident in comparisons between Arctic air versus ice core derived ratios in Table 1. [26] The results of ice core analyses by Mulvaney et al. [1992] , Kreutz et al. [1998] , and Mulvaney [1999, 2000] could also explain the rather low correspondence between ice core-derived ratios and atmosphericderived ratios in Antarctica. These authors have observed the migration of MSA from summer ice core layers, where it is initially deposited, to winter layers at various Antarctic = ratio as derived from all sulphur sources input into the model. The predicted ratios in the surface model layer are >1 in some areas due to the additional input of MSA from overlying and neighboring model layers. Runs were conducted for a total of 19 vertically stacked layers extending up to the stratosphere. = ratio deduced from different sections of an ice core and make the ratio obtained in deep ice different from its initial value at deposition. The ratio derived from an ice core at a particular location may also, therefore, become inconsistent with that observed in the atmosphere above it.
[27] In addition, Wolff et al. [1998] have pointed out that blowing snow and the redistribution of surface snow by drifting can also affect the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio in several ways. First, blowing snow (which was observed to occur at least 33% of the time during winter at station South Pole [Harder et al., 1996] ) can scavenge particles from the lower atmosphere and correspondingly increase their concentration in deposited ice, with the scavenging ratio for nss SO 4 = being slightly higher than that for MSA ]. Second, drifting of deposited snow can lead to redistribution of snow upwind to a new location, thus increasing concentrations in the new location and removing a snowfall record in the location of original deposition. Drifting snow was reported in >40% of all meteorological observations at Neumayer; 13% at Dumont D'Urville; and 18% at Halley in Antarctica ], and so its modulating effect on MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios in the Antarctic region can be quite significant. Both these reasons can lead to a distorted spatial distribution record of the MSA:nss SO 4 = in ice as well as cause a mismatch between atmospheric-observed ratios and those observed in ice cores below a given location.
[28] Overall however, in terms of magnitude, the ice core derived ratio exhibits more consistency while the atmospheric record shows more variability. Simultaneous measurements of MSA and nss SO 4 = air and fresh snow by Davidson et al. [1993a] led to the same conclusion. Differences in the length of sampling time may be a cause of this effect, with ice core records representing longer sampling times, and, therefore, data smoothing, than their atmospheric counterparts. In addition, MSA may condense on small or large particles, depending on the cleanness of an air mass. If it condenses on large particles, MSA may have a shorter atmospheric lifetime due to increased deposition potential. The passage of air masses of different air quality from time to time may, therefore, cause variability in the magnitude of the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio observed in the atmosphere of a given location over time.
[29] Comparison of ice core MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios shows that the ratios in the Greenland area are in good agreement with one another, as are those over Antarctica, and that in general, ice core records of the ratio over the Arctic are lower than those over Antarctica (Table 1) . This is in agreement with the TM3 model findings of lower atmospheric MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios in the Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 5c ).
[30] Overall, measured and modeled MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios show higher values at southern middle and high latitudes than at northern ones (Table 1, Figures 4 and 5c) . Seawater DMS concentrations measured by Huebert et al. [1993] along a transect during a research ship cruise in the equatorial Pacific, during February and March, maximized toward the south rather than the north. Accordingly, these authors observed slightly higher MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios to the south of the transects than to the north, in agreement with the model calculations of Kreidenweis et al. [1991] , who found the ratio to be higher at southern latitudes than at northern ones during January. Our model results similarly show that the ratio during these months is highest in the Southern Hemisphere, where it is summer (Figures 4 and 5a) .
[31] Analysis of the horizontal spatial distribution of the modeled MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios (Figures 4 and 5a) shows that the highest ratios occur in the Southern Hemisphere throughout the year and that even in the austral winter, the Southern Hemisphere does not relinquish its monopoly of high MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios. This is in agreement with Gondwe et al. [2003a Gondwe et al. [ , 2003b , who found that the contribution of ocean-leaving DMS to the annually averaged atmospheric burdens of DMS oxidation products is greatest in the Southern Hemisphere. Unlike the Southern Hemisphere, the Northern Hemisphere is a region in which the atmospheric sulphur cycle is dominated by anthropogenic inputs throughout the whole year. This results in a reduced MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio in the Northern Hemisphere. Only during summer do marine biogenic sources in the Northern Hemisphere contribute a noteworthy yet minor fraction of the atmospheric sulphate (see Figures 4 and 5) . This finding is in agreement with short-and long-term measurements in the Arctic atmosphere by .
[32] Model calculations show a maximum in the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio at atmospheric layers above the boundary layer around Antarctica during most of the year (not shown, but Figure 5a but for June -July -August; (c) as in Figure 5a but for an annually averaged period. similar in pattern to Figure 6 ). Observation and modeling of the Antarctic boundary layer (Palmer peninsula) by led these authors to suggest the existence of a ''buffer layer'' above the boundary layer. These authors suggest that large boundary layer aerosol loadings followed by dry deposition to the Earth's surface rapidly scavenged or removed oxidized sulphur species from the lower atmosphere. Thus, lifetimes for most species such as MSA and H 2 SO 4 in this layer are typically short (2 hours or less). They further suggest that the reduced UV levels (and hence the photochemically produced DMS oxidant OH) in the boundary layer lead to an extended DMS lifetime (up to 9 days) in this region. Vertical transport brings this DMS into the buffer layer, where in the presence of elevated OH, it is converted into its typical products, among which are MSA and H 2 SO 4 . Reduced dry deposition from the buffer layer to the Earth's surface results in elevated concentrations of these oxidation products at upper levels relative to the boundary layer. Although the phenomenon of a buffer layer is not consciously included in our model, TM3 has reproduced its existence in the Antarctic atmosphere, with the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios being highest just above the boundary layer concentrations, with the exception of the summer months (not shown, but similar in pattern to Figure 6 ).
[33] Overall, TM3 model performance in simulating the atmospheric MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio derived from all sources is fair (i.e., a general overestimation of 23%; degrees of freedom = 90) in all areas of the globe where actual measure- ments of the ratio have been made (i.e., the Atlantic Ocean, Pacific Ocean, Indian Ocean, Southern Ocean, Antarctica, and the Arctic).
Ratios Considering Only the Oceanic DMS Sulphur Source
[34] Here we present results on the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio as it results solely from the marine DMS sulphur source (i.e., excluding the contribution from all other sources). From a measurement and data correction point of view, such information could help in estimating the fraction of MSA or nss SO 4 = in ''total'' ratios that may be due to oceanic DMS only. It is also useful in determining the relative yields of MSA and nss SO 4 = from the atmospheric oxidation of ocean-leaving DMS, at various locations during different periods. Current information used in the TM3 model on the ratio of DMS oxidation products in the atmosphere (MSA versus the nss SO 4 = precursor gas: SO 2 ) under different environmental conditions is uncertain. By comparing model-determined ratios of the yields of MSA and nss SO 4 = to field observations, the level of uncertainty in the model parameterizations on this issue can be estimated.
[35] At the same time, it should be noted that while MSA is a direct product of atmospheric DMS oxidation, nss SO 4 = is not (i.e., it is derived from SO 2 , which is a direct product of DMS oxidation). As such, a lag in the timing of the peak concentrations of MSA and nss SO 4 = originating from a specific DMS-oxidation event can be expected. This reduces the accuracy of the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio derived from only the oceanic DMS source, in providing information about the relative yields of these products from a specific DMS-oxidation event. Introducing a correction factor for the time lag or accumulation effects in the MSA and nss SO 4 = concentrations used to derive the ratios might strengthen the usefulness of the ratio and its comparability to laboratory kinetic experiments.
[36] Model results on the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio derived from the oceanic DMS source alone are compared to measurements, where available in Table 2 , and discussed later in the text. Figure 7 shows the horizontal surface distribution of MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios as derived solely from the oceanic DMS source of the two compounds. It is evident that when the contribution of all other sulphur sources (especially the anthropogenic source) is not included in the ratio calculations, the signals of MSA and nss SO 4 = derived from oceanic DMS in the middle and high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere are highlighted. These signals are otherwise masked in maps showing the spatial distribution of ratios which consider all sulphur sources (see Figures 4 and 5) . Elsewhere on the globe (specifically in the Southern Hemisphere), differences between the ratios considering all sulphur sources (Figures 4 and 5) and those considering the contribution of only the oceanic DMS sulphur source (Figure 7 ) are minimal. In the Southern Hemisphere, this may be attributed to a reduced level of industrialization (therefore, a weak industrial sulphur source).
[37] During the Atmosphere/Ocean Chemistry Experiment (AEROCE) at Bermuda, Barbados, Tenerife, and Mace Head in Ireland, Savoie et al. [2002] used antimony and aerosol nitrate as tracers for anthropogenic input, in order to independently estimate the contribution of marine DMS to total MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios being observed. Their results are compared to model results in Table 2 . TM3 seems to overestimate the ratio at Barbados, Bermuda, and Tenerife by a factor of 5. The ratio predicted for summer at Mace Head is in fair agreement with the observed, however, in winter the ratio is overestimated by a factor of 10. McArdle et al. [1998] similarly conducted isotopic analyses for aerosol samples collected at Mace Head and observed the MSA to biogenic sulphate ratio to be $0.67 during June and July. For this location, TM3 predicts a ratio of about half the observed value (Table 2) .
[38] The TM3 model overpredicts the MSA:nss SO 4 = in the Antarctic atmosphere (a factor of 3 for Neumayer station, 4 for Mawson, and a factor of 5 for Dumont D'Urville at the annual scale). As was mentioned earlier, the Antarctic coastline exhibits sharp gradients in the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio and so even a slight displacement of specific isopleths in the model year versus the measurement years can lead to a mismatch between the simulated and observed ratio for a given coastal Antarctic station. In spite of such overprediction at some locations, seasonal trends in the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio is well emulated by the model at most stations (see Figure 3) .
[39] Overall, the model-observations comparisons for the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio derived solely from oceanic DMS are not quite satisfactory (i.e., a general overestimation of a factor of 3; degrees of freedom = 50). Inadequacies in the methodologies used to deduce the MSA to biogenic sulphate fraction in observations, as well as shortcomings in the TM3 parameterizations on the relative yields of DMS oxidation products, may all lead to a mismatch between modeled and observed values. In addition, the measurement locations are still too few in number to make conclusive remarks about the ability of TM3 to simulate the yield of MSA, relative to nss SO 4 = , from the oxidation of marine DMS. Improvement of model parameterizations and continued spatially comprehensive measurements are necessary for better comparisons.
[40] Zonal vertical distributions of MSA:nss SO 4 = ratios derived solely from the oceanic DMS source of the two compounds ( Figure 6 ) reveal that in the middle and high latitudes, the yield of MSA relative to nss SO 4 = within the model is highest above the boundary layer. This may be attributed to enhanced removal through wet and dry deposition in the boundary layer. As was mentioned earlier, MSA has typically been found to exist on larger particles than nss SO 4 = , and as such, it may be deposited at a faster rate than nss SO 4 = within the boundary layer, where precipitation occurs, surface roughness is highest, and where atmospheric turbulence is greatest [König-Langlo et al., 1998; Kottmeier and Fay, 1998 ]. Davis et al. [1999] have also suggested that the heterogeneous processes involving the formation of MSA and nss SO 4 = may have different temperature dependencies, and quite possibly are influenced to different degrees by the availability of oxidizing agents on aerosol surfaces or levels of oxidants in the aqueous phase. This too may affect the observed MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio.
Summary and Conclusions
[41] MSA is formed exclusively from DMS, while the climate-relevant nss SO 4 = has a variety of sources which include atmospheric DMS oxidation and volcanic and anthropogenic sulphur emissions. As such, the methanesulphonate to non sea salt sulphate ratio provides an indication of the relative contributions of DMS and anthropogenic sources to total sulphate levels. A high ratio suggests that a considerable fraction of the total nss SO 4 = being observed is derived from the atmospheric oxidation of DMS, while a low ratio implies that the contribution of DMS to the total nss SO 4 = being observed is low.
[42] Interpretation of measurements of the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio in ice cores and in the atmosphere has led to the consensus that DMS is a considerable source of sulphur in the marine atmosphere (e.g., Legrand [1995] and references within Table 1 ). However, due to the sparsity of the measurements, a comprehensive picture of the globe-wide spatial and temporal distribution of the ratio has not been available. In this study, we have made use of a 3-D global chemical transport model to complement measurements of Figure 7 . Global monthly mean surface ($1009 hPa) distribution of TM3-modeled MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio as derived solely from the oceanic DMS source of the two compounds.
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[43] On the basis of model-observation comparisons, it is observed that the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio (resulting from both all sulphur sources and the ocean DMS source alone) is highest around the polar regions and lowest within the tropics. This is attributed to the fact that MSA production is most effective under low temperatures. We also propose that on a seasonal scale, temperature and the extent of biological activity are not the only controlling mechanisms of atmospheric MSA concentrations. Light conditions are also important. Inexistent photochemical production of hydroxyl radicals during the dark winter months at high latitudes limits MSA production through the reaction of DMS and these radicals.
[44] On a hemispheric scale, the highest ratios occur in the Southern Hemisphere, throughout the year, despite multiyear satellite-deduced primary production showing great concentration of marine phytoplankton at middle to high latitudes in the opposite (Northern) Hemisphere. This is attributed to the fact that the atmospheric DMS burden is also highest in this region [Gondwe et al., 2003a [Gondwe et al., , 2003b . Anthropogenic sulphur emissions in the highly industrialized Northern Hemisphere lead to a lower MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio in the Northern Hemisphere.
[45] Results from the TM3 model provide a first step toward improving our understanding of how the ratio can vary over time and space, assuming that the parameterizations in the model are correct. Overall, TM3 model performance in simulating the atmospheric MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio derived from all sources (section 3.1) is fair (i.e., a general overestimation of 23%; degrees of freedom = 90) in all areas where actual measurements of the ratio have been made (i.e., the Atlantic Ocean, Pacific Ocean, Indian Ocean, Southern Ocean, Antarctica, and the Arctic).
[46] On the other hand, the model-observation comparisons for the MSA:nss SO 4 = ratio derived solely from the oceanic DMS source (section 3.2) are not quite satisfactory (an overall overestimation of a factor of 3; degrees of freedom = 50). Shortcomings in the TM3 parameterizations on the relative yields of DMS oxidation products, as well as inadequacies in the methodologies used to deduce the MSA to biogenic sulphate fraction in observations, may all lead to a mismatch between modeled and observed values. In addition, the measurement locations are still too few in number to make conclusive remarks about the ability of TM3 to simulate the yield of MSA, relative to nss SO 4 = , from the oxidation of marine DMS. Improvement of model parameterizations and continued spatially comprehensive measurements are necessary for better comparisons.
[47] Specifically, current information on in-water and atmospheric DMS (photo)chemistry and kinetics is limited and based on a few pioneering works [e.g., Hynes et al., 1986; Martin et al., 1987; Barnes et al., 1987 Barnes et al., , 1989a Barnes et al., , 1989b Hynes and Wine, 1989; Adewuyi, 1989; Hearn et al., 1990; Atkinson et al., 1992; Barone et al., 1995; Arsene et al., 2001] . More work to improve on this information is vital. Furthermore, not only should measurements of DMS and its oxidation products in water, the atmosphere, and precipitation be continued, but they should also be extended to regions of the globe that are not typical study sites or locations of extensive algal blooms (e.g., the oligotrophic oceans). Currently measurements are often made in areas where algal blooms are frequent, intense, and extensive or where sampling stations already exist. Such within-bloom measurement is necessary for in-water studies of environmental-related aspects of DMS, while existing sampling stations offer the opportunity to continue time series measurements. However, it is now clear that in the atmosphere high concentrations of DMS oxidation products are not necessarily confined to regions of high primary production [e.g., Gondwe et al., 2003a Gondwe et al., , 2003b , partly due to the dynamic nature of the atmospheric medium (i.e., transport of chemical elements from region to region and (non)-accumulation effects due to specific prevailing atmospheric circulation patterns).
[48] The existence of products of DMS oxidation (other than MSA and SO 2 ) such as DMSO (dimethylsulphoxide) and DMSO 2 (dimethylsulphone) has also been confirmed through laboratory experiments [e.g., Yin et al., 1990a Yin et al., , 1990b and measurements [e.g., Harvey and Lang, 1986; Hatton et al., 1996; Davis et al., 1998; Chen et al., 2000; Sciare et al., 2000a] alike. However, detailed information on their yield relative to other oxidation products in the atmosphere is limited and needs to be improved. At present, only MSA and SO 2 are considered as the only direct products of DMS oxidation in the TM3 model. Inclusion of other oxidation products would change the yield of MSA and SO 2 from DMS oxidation in the model and perhaps result in better agreement between model results and in situ measurements.
[49] The estimation of the sea-to-air flux of gases also has some uncertainties. Efforts such as those of Hintsa et al. [2004] and Zemmelink et al. [2004] in using new methodologies in determining the sea-to-air flux of DMS make an important contribution toward better parameterization of the sea-to-air flux of DMS in models. Such efforts too need to be expanded to cover a broader region of the globe.
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